
                                Physics 5301, Classical Mechanics, syllabus, Fall semester 2019
Konrad A. Aniol, BS347/349 3-2100
konradaniol@kaniol.org  ,   aniol@jlab.org,  kaniol@calstatela.edu 
NOTE: Include your email address in the text of the message if you send email from OutLook at 
CSULA. OutLook does not show the email address of mailers!
Instructor web page: http://www.calstatela.edu/faculty/konrad-aniol

Class meeting time: TR  4:30pm-5:45pm in SH339.

Textbooks:
I will be following  “Classical Mechanics”, by John Michael Finn, 2008 or later. 

There are however, many books available. Books including “Goldstein” as an author are 
common. They will cover the same material. Finn's textbook has a “modern” approach, 
considering that Classical Mechanics has a history of more than 200 years.

Classical Mechanics has its roots in Newtonian Mechanics. In your upper division mechanics 
classes you have been introduced to Lagrangian or also perhaps Hamiltonian approaches. These 
classical extensions do not introduce any new physics since they derive from Newton's laws of 
motion. However, they provide a way of thinking about mechanics which expands into quantum 
mechanics and relativity theory.

Basic facts you should know by the end of the semester: 
 You will know how to find numerical solutions to mechanical problems that do not have a 
simple analytical solution.

Grading: The grade will be based on the midterm exam(~20%), problems I will hand out in 
class(~20%), the final exam(~30%).

week Subjects/ Finn's book homework Δ

1 ch.1, review of Newtonian mechanics, symmetries and 
conservation laws, numerical solutions to initial value problems, 
phase space

1.8.1, 1.8.2

2 ch. 2 vector spaces and coordinate systems, 2.6* 2.8.11, 2.8.20

3  ch. 3 Lagrangian and Hamiltonian dynamics Δ1., 3.8.4, Δ2., Δ3.

4 ch 4. Hamilton's Principle, 4.6* 3.8.19, 4.8.9, 4.8.19

5 ch.5 Central force motion

6 ch.7 Rotational Geometry and Kinematics, 7.2.2*

7 ch. 8 Rigid Body Motion, 8.6*

8 ch. 8 Rigid Body Motion, take home midterm

9 ch. 9 Canonical Transformation Theory, 9.7*

10 ch. 9 Canonical Transformation Theory

11 ch. 10 Hamilton Jacobi Theory
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12 ch. 10 Hamilton Jacobi Theory

13 ch. 11 Special Relativity, 11.7.4*

14 ch. 11 Special Relativity

15 ch. 11 Special Relativity, review for take home final

* Sections indicated are optional. Other sections may also be optional as the semester progresses.

Γ Numerical Exercises:                            Δ Analytical Exercises:

dragCalc.pdf                                                 1.  simon9.24.pdf
pend1Theta.pdf           2. conjVariables.pdf
pend1ThetaDrag.pdf                                     3. metric.tensors.pdf
pend2LTheta.pdf

ADA statement: Reasonable accommodation will be provided to any student who is 
registered with the Office of Students with Disabilities and requests needed 
accommodation.

Academic Honesty statement: 
http://www.calstatela.edu/academic/senate/handbook/ch5a.htm
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